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QUOTIENTS OF PERMUTATION GROUPS

JOHN COSSEY

If G is a finite permutation group of degree d and N is a normal subgroup of
G, Derek Holt has given conditions which show that in some important special
cases the least degree of a faithful permutation representation of the quotient
G/N will be no larger than d. His conditions do not apply in all cases of interest
and he remarks that it would be interesting to know if G/F(G) has a faithful
representation of degree no larger than d (where F{G) is the Fitting subgroup of
G). We prove in this note that this is the case.

If G is a finite permutation group of degree d and N is a. normal subgroup of G,
what can we say about the least degree of a faithful permutation representation of the
quotient G/N? Neumann showed in [4] that it could be very much larger than the
degree of G. Recently Holt [1] has given conditions which show that in some important
special cases it will be no larger than d. His conditions do not apply in all cases of
interest and he remarks that it would be interesting to know if G/F(G) has a faithful
representation of degree no larger than d (where F(G) is the Fitting subgroup of G).
Note that we can prove easily from Holt's results that the least degree of a faithful per-
mutation representation of G/F(G) cannot become too large and, in particular, if n is
the number of distinct primes dividing |F(G)| then the least degree of a faithful permu-
tation representation of G/F(G) is at most nd. To see this, if Sn denotes the class of
finite soluble 7r-groups for a set of primes n, then two applications of Holt [1, Theorem
2] give first that G/Op,{G) and then G/Oppl(G) = (G/Op,{G))/Op(G/Opl(G)) have
faithful permutation representations of degree at most d. It then follows that G/F{G)
has a faithful permutation of degree at most nd, since if {pi,- • • ,pn} is the set of
primes dividing |F(G)| and X{ is a set of at most d elements with G/Op.pi(G) acting

faithfully, then the natural action of G on [jXi has kernel f]Op.p>XG) - F{G). The
t t *

purpose of this note is to show that we can reduce this bound to d.
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THEOREM. Let G be a finite permutation group of degree d. Then G/F(G) has
a faithful permutation representation of degree at most d.

We prove the theorem by induction on the order of |F(G)'|. If |F(G)'| = 1, then
F(G) is a maximal Abelian normal subgroup of G and the result is a consequence of
Holt [1, Theorem 1].

We now proceed in a similar fashion to the proof of Holt [1, Theorem 1]. We
suppose that |F(G)'| ^ 1 and take N to be a minimal normal subgroup of G with
N < F(G)'. Then N is an elementary Abelian p-group for some prime p. Now let
X be the set permuted by G and S the symmetric group on X. Let E be the set of
orbits of N on X and let Y be a subset of X containing one representative of each
orbit W € £ . Let L be the subgroup of 5 consisting of all g € 5 such that for each
W G £ g fixes W and for some h € N we have gw — hw. As in [1], we see that L
is an elementary Abelian p-group normalised by G. Set E — GL and let D be the
setwise stabiliser of Y in E. As in [1] we get E — DL and DtlL = 1.

Let <j> be the natural homomorphism from G onto D and let F = <(>(F(G)). Since
the kernel of 0, Lfl G, is Abelian it is contained in F(G) and so D/F S G/F(G).
In general there is no reason to expect that we shall have F = F(D) (and it is easy
to construct examples where F ^ F(D)). Our strategy now is to choose a group H
between D and E for which H/F(H)^G/F{G) and \F(H)'\ < \F{G)'\.

If F = F(D) we set H = D. Now suppose that F < F(D). We have that
F(D)/F must be a p'-group, since otherwise the Sylow p-subgroup of F(D) would not
be contained in F and so its inverse image, P say, would not be contained in F(G).
Since G D L is a p-group, P is a normal p-subgroup of G and so contained in F(G),
a contradiction. Let K be the inverse image of F(D) in G. Since L is an elementary
Abelian p-group, we can regard it as a module for F(D) over the field of p elements
and then by inflation as a module for K. Moreover, since F{D) is nilpotent, we can
write L = L\ © • • • © Lm as a direct sum of indecomposable modules L, such that
all the composition factors of each Lj are isomorphic (this is an easy consequence of
Huppert and Blackburn [3, Theorem VII.16.10]). Now consider L n G asa If-module
and suppose that the Li have been chosen so that Li D G ^ 0 for i — 1, . . . , k and
Li n G = 0 for i > k, so that G C\ L = {G C\ L{) ® ... ® {G C\ Lk); let T{ denote the
socle of Li (1 G, i — 1 , . . . , k. We now have that the action of K on each composition
factor of LiHG must be the same and further that K centralises each if-chief factor of
K/(G fl L). Since F(G) is the Fitting subgroup of K and K is soluble, the intersection
of the centralisers of the chief factors of K must be F(G) (Huppert [2, Satz III.4.3]).
But then, since the chief factors of K between GC\L and K are central, we get that
the intersection of the centralisers of the composition factors of L n G (as if-module)
must be F(G). It then follows that F(G) is the intersection of the centralisers of the
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Ti, i = l , . . . , fc and then that F is the intersection of the centralisers in D of the
Ti, i = 1 , . . . , k. We now set U = 7\ x . . . x Tk and note that F centralises each Tj
and hence U. It is easy to check that U is a normal subgroup of E. Thus FU is a
nilpotent normal subgroup of DU. We set H = DU and claim that F(H) — FU. To
see this observe that FU ^ F(H) < F(D)U. Suppose that FU < F(H). Let Q be
a Hall p'-subgroup of F(H); we may suppose that Q is chosen so that Q ^ D. Since
F(D)/F is a p'-group, QFU = F{H). But then Q centralises each Tit i = l,...,k
and so F(H) is contained in the intersection of the centralisers of the Ti, i = 1 , . . . , k,
a contradiction. Thus F(H) = FU and so we have H/F(H) S D/F S G/F(G).
Moreover we have [U, F] = l and so F(H) = FU = FxU. Then we have F(H)' = F'
and since F is a quotient of G/N and N ^ F(G)' we have \F'\ < \F(G)'\. Since H
has a faithful permutation representation of degree d, the result now follows.

The interest of results such as the theorem above is partly in their application
in computational group theory. For such applications it is necessary to be able to
calculate the permutation representations in the proof explicitly. Apart from the ability
to compute the Fitting subgroup of a permutation group, the only extra computational
device needed in this proof compared to Holt [1, Theorem 1] is the ability to calculate
the socle of a permutation group. We proceed as follows: calculate F(G) and if F(G)

is Abelian find D 2* G/F(G) as in [1]. If F(G) is nonabelian, calculate the socle a(G)

of G and then find D and L as in the proof above. Next calculate F{D) and then
the socle a(LF(D)) of LF{D). Set S = a(LF(D)) f lL . Now replace G by SD and
repeat.
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